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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the requirements for a data management system capable of meeting the needs
of the various organizations in a complex nuclear facility. Implementation of a material control and
accountability (MC&A) systems requires a significant data management capability in order to
maintain cognizance of quantities, locations, and activity history of nuclear material (NM) on
inventory. For most facilities, this can only be achieved by using a computerized database with
auxiliary software capability for performing the data manipulation required for NM safeguards.
The primary MC&A activities responsible for data generation are measurements, internal and
external transfers, and performance of physical inventories. However, MC&A should not be con-
sidered as a stand-alone system with respect to the generation or use of nuclear material data. Data
from other activities associated with nuclear facilities (e.g., process operations, environmental pro-
tection and safety programs, and physical protection systems) generate data that can be used in
performing safeguards activities. Similarly, data generated by the MC&A system may be of value
to other organizations. Results from safeguards measurements can provide assurance that process-
ing operations are running as expected, while processing measurements and flow data can provide
safeguards assurance. A fully effective data management system must have the capability to ensure
that all relevant data is available to all potential customers.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is a discussion of the use of available data in the performance of nuclear material
(NM) safeguards. It does not attempt to describe the computer hardware and software used to
perform nuclear material accounting. For technical information on computerized accounting
software and database applications see references 1-3. Nuclear facilities are required to maintain
records to manage and control their NM inventory. The relative difficulty of the task of tracking
NM inventories varies with the complexity of the facility's operations involving NM (reference
4). In general, NM processing facilities require more complex accounting systems to meet nu-
clear material control and accounting (MC&A) requirements than do storage or research facili-
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ties. For most facilities, automated, computerized accounting systems are required to meet NM
accounting requirements. The primary responsibility for managing data for control of NM rests
with the MC&A accounting system; however, there are other sources of data that can contribute
significantly. The following discussion considers the various sources of data and the system
requirements for collecting and managing that data, and is primarily concerned with domestic
safeguards requirements such as those specified by the US Department of Energy (reference 5).

PURPOSE OF SAFEGUARDS

By tradition, NM safeguards is comprised of three systems: NM accounting, NM control, and
physical protection. Two of these systems, NM accounting and NM control, are the components
of the MC&A system. The purpose of NM safeguards is three fold:

• prevention, deterrence, and/or detection of theft of special nuclear material (SNM);
• identifying anomalies involving SNM and flagging them for investigation; and
• resolving questions of potential unauthorized activities involving SNM ,..,.,.

The safeguards system is most effective in meeting its goals when the three components are
integrated allowing sharing of data to maximize the capability to detect unauthorized activities
that might indicate an attempt to steal SNM. Additional effectiveness may be achieved by in-
cluding data from non-safeguards sources.

SAFEGUARDS ROLE OF MC&A

The primary role of MC&A in meeting safeguards goals is to detect and assess anomalies involving
nuclear materials. Anomalies are defined as any irregularity or inconsistency in the data. Indica-
tions of anomalies include:
• items not in their recorded locations;
• items with missing or wrong tamper-indicating devices;
• inconsistencies in measurement data;
• unusual quantities reported as processing losses, inventory differences, or shipper/receiver

differences; and
• data on NM transfers and other activities not accompanied by appropriate authorizing

paperwork.
Anomalies may result from inadvertent errors that occur in any routine operations, or from de-
liberate performance of unauthorized actions. A system of consistency checks and reviews of
the MC&A data are required to detect anomalies. All anomalies must be assessed to determine
whether they may have resulted from attempt to steal SNM. Important MC&A functions for
detecting anomalies include daily administrative checks and physical inventories.

DATA MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS

The basic approaches to using data to meet safeguards requirments and goals can be summa-
rized as follows.
• The traditional and most common approach is to focus on the NM accounting data. This

data is most readily available, and is normally maintained in a computerized form.
• An expanded approach would be to add other safeguards data. Data from the NM control

and physical protection systems provide information on accessing NM and can increase
the ability to detect and assess anomalies.

• In a fully integrated approach, the safeguards data is supplemented by information from
non-safeguards sources within the facility. Many functions involving nuclear materials are
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not recorded in the safeguards systems records, but could provide valuable information on
the status of NM as well as cross checks for accuracy of the safeguards data.

SOURCES OF DATA

As noted above, the data that can be utilized to meet safeguards goals can be categorized into
three types: NM accounting data, other safeguards data, and data from non-safeguards sources.

NM Accounting Data

The primary sources of NM accounting data result from the following activities:
external receipts and shipments;
internal transfers;
periodic and special physical inventories;
measurement of item and bulk material quantities;
physical and chemical changes during processing; and
reported inventory adjustments (operating losses, shipper/receiver differences, and
inventory differences).

This data is normally provided directly to or generated by the NM accounting system.

Other Safeguards Data

The other two parts of the safeguards system, NM control and physical protection, have data that
is of value in detecting anomalies.
NM control data sources include:
• NM transfer controls;
• NM and data access controls;
• tamper-indicating devices (seals); and
• bar coding.
Some NM control data may be included on the NM accounting system computer, maintained on
a separate computer, or available only in paper records.
Physical protection data sources include:
• NM surveillance devices;
• alarms; and
• written records (operational logs).

Physical protection data may be maintained on a separate computer or in paper records; how-
ever, it is normally not included on the accountability system computer.

Non-Safeguards Data

Many activities outside of the safeguards function can provide data for consistency checks of
safeguards data and/or new data to assist in anomaly detection. Three such functions are NM
processing, health and safety, and NM management. Processing data of use to safeguards in-
clude processing measurements of SNM quantities, tank volumes and bulk material weights, in-
process transfer activities, and physical measurements (temperature, pressure, density). Useful
data from Health and Safety includes nuclear criticality control records, radiation levels, and
records of safety alarms (e.g., air monitor alarms. The nuclear material management records
include data on NM quantities, form, etc., and information control of the use of the NM for the
intended purpose. There may be other examples of non-safeguards data that can be used to
increase the effectiveness of the safeguards system.
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DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

In order to allow the use of all available data, the safeguards data management system must
provide for exchange of information. Communications must be established among the three
elements of the safeguards system, and between safeguards and non-safeguards organizations.
The nature of the communications established between the various sources of data are likely to
differ depending upon how the data is maintained. The NM accounting system is required to be
computerized for most nuclear facilities. It normally includes on-line input of some accounting
data and direct access to other accounting data. Access to other sources of data may be direct or
indirect. Data from NM control sources are often included in the computerized accounting sys-
tem (e.g., TID records and bar code data). When possible, the MC&A system should also be able
to access other NM control data by direct connection. The data from the physical protection
system is not normally included in the computerized accounting system, but may be accessed
directly provided the data is computerized. If direct communication is not possible, indirect
transfers (disk or electronic files) should be available. The data available from non-safeguards
activities is not always computerized, and may be available only by transfers of paper work.
More direct access is desirable but may not be feasible

The concept of a single computer system to collect and manage data from all safeguards and
non-safeguards sources is attractive from the point of view of efficiency. However, this may not
a desirable situation due to considerations of separation of duties, "need to know" requirements
for sensitive information, and the fact that supervision of the various sources rests with different
organizations. The preferred approach for an integrated system is separate computerized sys-
tems with direct inter-system communications. Where direct communication is not feasible, care
should be taken to implement an effective indirect communication system. Regardless of the
level of communication between the various data management systems, it is essential that a
system of consistency checks be implemented to assure the reliability of the data used for safe-
guards purposes.

CONCLUSION

The preferred configuration for integrated data management does not necessarily require a single
computer system; however, separate computerized systems with direct inter-system connections
is preferred. Use of all relevant data (NM accounting, NM control, physical protection, and non-
safeguards) is necessary to assure the most effective protection for the NM inventories. Where
direct exchange of data is not possible, a systematic program to implement indirect exchange is
essential.
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